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Abstract 
The EM algorithm is a popular and common approach to compute the max-
imum likelihood estimate for incomplete data problems. The basic idea of the 
EM algorithm is to handle the complicated missing-data problems by using the 
complete-data tools. For some practical problems, even there are no actual miss-
ing data, they can be reformulated as a missing data problem such that the 
EM algorithm can be applied. In this thesis, we use this idea to find the con-
strained ML estimate for parameters in two-level structural equation models. By 
treating the latent random vectors at group level as hypothetical "missing" data, 
the EM algorithm can then be implemented. Expressions for completing the E-
step are given, while at the M-step, the Multiplier method is utilized to find the 
constrained ML estimates of the parameters. When the constraints under consid-
eration are linear, the Lagrange multiplier approach is used and an accelerated 
version of the EM algorithm is proposed to obtain the solution. The empirical 
performance and behaviors of the estimates obtained by the proposed algorithms 
are illustrated by artificial examples. Based on the results obtained from these 
examples, the constrained ML estimates are very close to the true values and sat-
isfy the prescribed constraints. In handling linear constraints on the parameters, 
the rate of convergence of the algorithm seems extremely fast. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
Covariance structure analysis (see, e.g., J6reskog, 1970, 1978) is a general sta-
tistical technique to assess the causation, variances and covariances among the 
latent and observed variables. This technique is widely used in behavioral, educa-
tional, medical and social sciences (Joreskog, 1978; Bentler 1980). Traditionally, 
the observations are assumed to be independent. However, in the real world, 
the observations obtained are sometimes hierarchically structured. For example, 
consider a sample of students that is drawn randomly from a set of schools. It 
is believable that even though the background of the students within each school 
are quite different, the observations of the students within each school are similar 
to some extent because they are expected to share some influencing factors such 
as common environment and experiences. As a result, the observations are cor-
related and the assumption of independence is violated. In recent years, a lot of 
attention has been devoted to developing the methods and theories for analyzing 
this kind of multilevel data. 
For instance, McDonald and Goldstein (1989) studied a two-level structural 
equation model and developed the likelihood function and a goodness-of-fit for 
the case of a balanced sampling design. Muthen (1990) showed that the mod-
els with balanced designs as given in McDonald and Goldstein (1989) can be 
analyzed by using the popular statistical softwares such as LISREL 8 (J6reskog 
and S6rbom, 1996) or EQS (Bentler, 1992). Lee (1990) considered the more 
general models with unbalanced designs and derived the basic statistical theory 
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for the generalized least squares and the maximum likelihood approaches. Lee 
and Poon (1992) showed that the unbalanced models with identical within-group 
covariance structures can also be analyzed by LISREL 8 (J6reskog and Sorbom, 
1996) or EQS (Bentler, 1992). Longford and Muthen (1992) derived the details 
for applying the scoring algorithm in factor analysis of the clustered observa-
tions. It should be noted that the expressions for using the scoring algorithm are 
very complicated and hence it has computational difficulties in implementation. 
Raudenbush (1995) considered the observed unbalanced data as "missing" and 
treated the “complete data，，as balanced, then obtained the solution of this miss-
ing data problem via the EM algorithm. Lee and Poon (1996) applied the EM 
algorithm to obtain the ML solution of the two-level general structural models 
in details and some modifications in accelerating the EM algorithm were dis-
cussed. Nevertheless, the problem of the multilevel structural equation models 
under some general constraints cannot be handled by the existing methods. It 
should be noted that for the analysis of structural equation models, constraints 
on parameters play an important role because they can help us to identify the 
model and give more meaningful interpretation. For the single-level models, the 
well-known packages LISREL 8 (Joreskog and S6rborm, 1996) and EQS (Bentler, 
1992) have the option to estimate the parameters that are subject to some simple 
equality constraints. And some popular algorithms such as the Multiplier method 
(Bertsekas, 1976; Lee, 1981; Lee and Tsui, 1982) and reparameterization can be 
implemented for handling some general constraints on the parameters. The basic 
idea of the Multiplier method is to introduce the augmented Lagrange function 
2 
to the maximum likelihood function and then search the minimum value of the 
overall function iteratively in order to find the constrained maximum likelihood 
estimate. 
In this thesis, we will focus on the two-level structural equation models with 
parameters subject to some general constraints. The various types of EM algo-
rithm (Dempster, Laird, and Rubin ,1977; Little and Rubin ,1987) will be applied 
to obtain the constrained estimates. Similar to the procedure suggested by Lee 
and Poon (1996), we will treat the latent random vectors at the group level as 
"missing". Therefore, the procedure for E-step will be similar as before. At each 
M-step, the Multiplier method is implemented to estimate the parameters that 
are subject to some general difFerentiable constraints. If the constraints under 
considerations are linear, an accelerated version of the EM algorithm that is sim-
ilar to Kim and Taylor (1995) is proposed. It will be shown that this procedure 
is very efficient, simple, and easy to program. 
In chapter 2, the constrained two-level model and the ML estimation are dis-
cussed in detail. In chapter 3, expressions for the "modified" EM algorithm that 
combines EM algorithm and the Multiplier method will be derived under some 
general constraints. In chapter 4, the "restricted" EM algorithm will be proposed 
to solve the problems of two-level model with linear constraints. In chapter 5, 
some simulation results of the “modified，，EM algorithm and the "restricted" EM 
algorithm will be presented. Some discussions and conclusions will be given in 
chapter 6. 
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The following of notation will be used. Suppose A is any p x p symmetric ma-
trix, vec(A) represents the p^ x 1 column vector formed by stacking the columns 
of A , and vecs(A) represents the column vector obtained from the p* — |p(p + l ) 
lower-triangular elements of A. Let A' be the transpose of A. Let Kp be the 
p2 xp* transition matrix such that vecs(A) = KpVec{A), vec{A) = X " V e c s ( A ) , 
where K~=(KpKp) “ ^ Kp] and Mp=KpK~. For properties of Kp and Mp see 
Browne (1974) and Nel (1980). The right Kronecker product of matrices is de-
noted by 0 . 
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Chapter 2. Two-Level Structural Equation 
Model 
Let Xgi be a p x 1 random vector obtained from a two-level model, that is, 
Xgi = V* + Vgi, for g = 1 , . . . , G; i = 1,. • •, Ng, (1) 
where Vgi is the latent random vector in the individual level (level 1) and v* is the 
latent random vector in the group level (level 2). It is assumed that Vgi and Vgj 
are independent for all i + j., v* and v^ are independent for g + h; for all g, v* 
and Vgi are independent, with i = 1, • • •, Ng； v* and v^i are independent for g and 
Q 
h = 1,- • •, G. And v* are assumed to be identically distributed as normal distri-
bution: N{0, E^) and Vgi are assumed to be identically distributed as 7V(0, X"*^) 
, g = l , . . . , G , where E*^ = X's(^*) and E*^ = Ug^(0*) which possess some 
identified covariance structure defined with unknown population q x 1 parameter 
vector 6*. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the mean vectors are 
equal to zero (Lee and Poon, 1992). It should be noted that the structures of 2¾ 
and U ; can have any general form such as the LISREL model or the Bentler 
and Week's (1980) model in EQS. In addition, cross-level parameters are allowed. 
It is more flexible if we consider the models with the unbalanced designs, that 
is, different values of Ng are allowed. Moreover, 6* are required to satisfy some 
general constraints h{6*) 二 {/ii(0*),. •. , hr{6*)} 二 0，where r < q, hi,-. . , hr are 
independent differential functions. 
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Let us consider 
COv{Xgi, X g i ) = COV{V* + V g i , V^ + Vgi) 
=cov(v;, V*) + COY{v*, Vgi) + cov{Vgi, V*) + COV(iV, Vg,) 
= 坑 + 公 ， 
B • gw, 
and 
C O v { X g , , X g j ) = C 0 v ( i ; * + i ; ^ , , v * + t ; ^ j ) 
=COV(!；;，V；) + COV(V;, Vgf) + COV{Vgi, V*) + COV{Vg,, Vg,) 
= ^ B -
Since Xg{ and Xgj are not independent, the traditional statistical methods cannot 
be adopted due to the violation of the assumption of independence. We denote 
the random vector dg — {x'g^,x'g^, • •., x'gj^^)' which contains all the observed 
random vectors in group g. Hence, for g 二 1 , . . . ,G, the distribution of dg is 
normal with mean zero and covariance matrix X^*,, where 
gd, 
^ U = i I 9 ^ ^ ; J + i J , ^ ^ i ) . (2) 
with Ig is a Ng x Ng identity matrix and Jg is a Ng x Ng matrix of unit elements. 
The likelihood function of { c f ” . • •, d o } is 
n i e-'^d,'E;-d, 
M(2^)^l^l^ • 
Therefore, the negative log likelihood function of {d^, • •., d o } is proportional to 
Fm = E M E ; j ^ d ; u ; j ^ d , ] . (3) 
5=1 
6 
It can be shown that (Graybill, 1983, ch.8) 
1 ¾ ! = l ^ ; . r ^ " ' l ^ * . + ^ . ¾ ! and i : ; r = { h �义： 1 ) - (J" ® " ; ) , � 
where f?* 二 AT-i[i;*-i — j;*—” and E^ = E* + N , E * . Let us consider 
g 9 gw g 」 g gw 9 B 
dg'U*J^dg^ which is equal to 
( P g : - n : -Q: - ^ ; . . . - ^ ; ) 
, , - " ; . . . - " ; … ； ( - " i � 
(Xg/,'",XgJv/) ： ： ••• -f2* ： ： 
： ： ： .• . ： \ ^3^g / 
、 -f2* -fT X*-i — f?* , 
\ 9 g guj g / 
Ng Ng 
= E ®,�*:1 - ^>9J + E —<%g] i=j=i i#j 
Ng Ng 
— 5Z ^9i ^*gw^^gj _ X^ ^gi ^g^gj 
i=j = l i,j=l 
Ng Ng 
= E 龙“巧:、93 — N；' E ® , A * r - ^ * " 0 ^ . . 
i=j=l i,j=l 
Ng Ng Ng 
= E 龙9巧、9] — N;' E ^gWg:、g] + N;1 E <R-、gr 
t=:j=l i,j=l i,j=l 
Hence, equation (3) becomes 
Q N 
nO^) = E [ l o g l ^ ; . r ^ - ' + log li；；^ + 7 V , ^ | + i ： x , , ' E ; - ^ x , , 
5=1 i=j=l 
一7^1 E XgU;:Xg]+N:i E .^/¾*-^ .^.] 
M.=1 t,j=l 






= E [ l o g 1^1 + N^' E t r ( � * � . ® ” ' ) + {N, - l)log 1 ¾ 
5=1 t,j=l 
Ng 
+A^1 ^ tT:S;-^{x,,x,/-x,,x,/)] 
i J = l 
7 
G Ng 




i ^ j 
where ygu = XgiXg/ and ygij = XgiXg/. Consider 
Vgii _ Vgij ~ ^gi^gi 一 ^gi^gj 
—^gi{^gi — ^gj ) 
=®.^[« + V ) - « + ^0] 
=(衫5* +衫夕!0(衫仍,_衫5/) 
= V g ^ g i + ^gi^gi — � “ 一 〜 〜 丨 , 
then 
Ng Ng 




i ^ j 
Therefore, 
Ng Ng 
E[J2iy9^^ 一 2/州.)丨=Y1 E[^gi{^gi VgjY 
ii"j ii^j 
Ng 
- _^J ^gw 
兩 
= N , { N , — l)i;;. 
Similarly, for i + j , 
^[Vgij] — ^[^gi^gj . 
= E [ { v ; + v,,){v; + v,,y] 
8 
= E [ « ' ] 
9 9 
= ^ B ^ 
and for i = j, 
E JJgij — E.XgiXgi. 
=^B + ^*.-
As a result, we have 
Ng Ng Ng 
^[ Y^ y9^J] = ^ E ygi3 + ^ Vgn. 
i j ' = l i ^ j i=l 
=iV,(7V,-l)j;*+7V,(i;*+^*J 
= N , { : s ; ^ + N,:si) 
= N g P g . 
Hence, equation (5) becomes 
Fm = f:(7V,-l)[log|i;;j+tr(^ *-^ 5,^ )] 
5=1 
+ f:[log|^ 1 + tr(i;;-5,)], (6) 
5=1 
where S - = N,{N,-i) 1^的(2/評.一 Vgv) and Sg = 走 E.,,=i Ife. 
Under the restrictions h[6^) — 0, F{6*) cannot be minimized directly to 
obtain the constrained ML estimate of 0*. Some popular techniques such as 
Multiplier method and reparameterization may be adopted. For the special case 
where X** and S ; are restricted to be the factor analysis model and U ; is as-
sumed to be the same for all groups (Longford and Muthen, 1992), the function 
9 
F(0*) is simplified. However, it is still tedious for implementation because J7* 
involves both 1 ^ and X"*^. In the next chapter, we will propose an algorithm 
that combines EM (Dempster, Laird and Rubin, 1977; Little and Rubin, 1987) 
algorithm and the Multiplier method (Bertsekas, 1976; Lee, 1981; Lee and Tsui, 
1982) to obtain the ML estimate of 0* under the general constraints. 
10 
Chapter 3. Estimation of the Model Under 
General Constraints 
The EM algorithm (Dempster, Laird and Rubin, 1977; Little and Rubin, 1987) 
is a popular technique for computing the maximum likelihood estimate for the 
incomplete data problems. The basic idea of the EM algorithm is to handle the 
complicated missing-data problems by using the complete-data tools. In some 
applications without any actual missing data, the EM algorithm can still be ap-
plied if the problem can be reformulated as a missing-data problem by treating 
some variables as hypothetical "missing data". 
Each iteration of EM algorithm consists of two steps: the expectation step 
(E-step) and the maximization step (M-step). In the E-step, it is required to 
compute the conditional expectation of objective function with respect to the 
missing data given the current value of the parameters and the observed data. 
Then, in the M-step, the conditional expected objective function found in the 
E-step is maximized with respect to the unknown parameters so the next param-
eters values can be obtained. And the process continues until it converges. 
For the two-level structure equation model as defined in equation (1)，it is 
clear that if JJ: is observed, the two-level model becomes a single-level model. 
Hence, the common technique for single-level models can then be applied and it 
is much easier to handle. 
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Let us consider {{v*,x^^,x^^,. • . ,JCiiVi),.. •, (wL®Gi,®G2,. •., XGNc)} as the 
complete data set and treat v* as hypothetical “ missing" data. The objective is 
to obtain the maximum likelihood estimate of 6* that is subject to some general 
constraints h{6*) = 0, where h{0*) = {hi{6*), • • •, hr{0*)) with hj be an arbi-
trary differentiable function of 0*. 
Let X and V be the observed data and the "missing" data that contain Xgi 
and V* respectively. The likelihood function for the complete data set ( X , V ) is 
Pl(^^^«ll, . . • ,®i7Vi) • --PG{VQ,XG^,- • -,XGNo) 
=Pi(aJii , - • • , X,N. |v*)Pi(v*) . --pG{xGir . . , XGNj^h)PG{vh) 
=Pi(«ii|^ *^) . ..Pi(®iAd<)Pi(<) . ._PG(aJGi|v&) . -'PG{xGNclvh)PG{^G)' 
Since the conditional distribution of Xgi given v* is normal with mean v* and the 
9 9 
covariance matrix X ; and v* is distributed with mean zero and the covariance 
matrix U&, the negative log-likelihood function of this data set is proportional 
to 
z(x,v|r) = {E Ed log |^ *J + kx,. - v;yi;;-^(x,. - ^ p] 
5=1i=l乙 乙 
+ "fj(*log|%l + ^<%_X)}. (7) 
In the E-step ofthe EM algorithm, we need to find E[L{X, V\e*)\X,e] where 
the expected value is taken over the conditional distribution of V given X and 
the current value 0. Therefore, 
E[L[X,V\e^)\X,6] = E[Uj: J[log |i;;j + (a.,, - t；；/!；；-(^ ,.-.;；)] 
^ 5=li=l 
12 
4-^log|^| + <^-^^;))|X,0] (8) 
g=i 
The E-step: The E-step is completed based on the arguments as given in Lee 
and Poon (1996). Obviously, 
Ng Ng 
E[Ei^,^ — v*j:s;i(xgi — v;)lX,6] = E[J2tr{{x,, — ^^;)'¾*;(^".-衫;)）|义，沒] 
i=l i=l 
Ng 
=E[Y,^rE;-^{x,, - ^;)(o^,. - v;y\x,e] 
i=l 
Ng 
=tr^*-^ E 丑[(龙仍.-^*)(®.^  - v;y]x,e]. 
i=i 
And similarly, 
E[j:v;'E-^v;lX,e] = E[f>(<%-4;)|J^,0] 
5=1 5=1 




B Z_^ L g g ‘ 
9=1 
Since cov(v*,i;*|0) = ^ ( 0 ) and cov(V5i,Vh|0) = ^gw{0), 
I 
COV{Xg,, Xg,\e) = COV{V* + Vg,, V^ ^  Vg,\0) 
二 COV(V;,^ ;,) + ODV(i;;,lVl^ ) 
+ cov{vgi,v*ie) + coy{Vg^,Vg^\e) 
= ^ W + ^ . W , (9) 
COy{Xg^,Xgj\e) = COy{V* + Vgi,V* + Vgj\e) 
二 cov(^ ;:,^ ,) + mv(^ ;,tVy|<^ ) 




COV(V;,®w|0) = COY{v*,V*g^Vg^\e) 
=C0v{v*,v*\e)^c0v{v*,vg,\e) 
=^B{0). (11) 
Therefore, given the current parameter vector 0，thejoint distribution of {v*\ sCg/, 
y 
...，^gNg')' is A^[0, Og], where 
(17^11 ""12 \ /.oN 
^ = r? n (12) 
\ ^^521 ^^522 / 
with f2gu = l ^ ( 0 ) , r ^ i 2 二 ( ¾ ( ^ ) , - - - , ¾ ( ^ ) ) , ^ . . ^ = r2,.. ' ,and r ? , , , = 
{Jg 0 ^B{0) + Ig ® :Sg^[6)). Denote Eg^=Eg^{0), Ue - ^B{0) and let 
^ = ^gn. + NgSB. Then r?；； = (/, ® E'^) 一 ( J , � r , ) (by Graybill, chapter 
8), where F, = N ; \ E - ^ — E ' ^ ) . Hence, 
^.1.^.7 二 (^,"-,^)(/.^^-.^-J.0r,) 
's::-Fg - r , - n … - r , � 
- r , - r , : 
=(¾,.-.,¾) : : ••• -r, ‘： 
• • * . • 
• 參 • • • 
• • • • • 
\ ~^9 -Pg ^gw - Fg 
=i^B^；： - N,Esr,, • •., ^ ¾ - - N,EBF,) 





/ ^ \ 
r?,, , - r ? , , , r ? - r ? , , , = i ; s - ( ^ i ^ ; s - - - , ^ ^ ; 0 ； 
\ ^B / 
=EB-NgEB^-':SB. 
and 
/ aj \ 
^gi 
^.i.^.7^ = (^i : ;S- - - ,^i : ;^)： 
\ ^gNg / 
Ng 
= 私 义 — 1 ^ . 
i=l 
Therefore, the conditional distribution of V given X and 0 is normal with mean 
UB^a^ig and covariance matrix Es — N g ^ B ^ ' ^ ^ B ^ where tg 二 J2^ Xgi. Let 
3 3 
D,{0) = E[{vX)lX,6)] 
=COV—;, .;;|X, 6) + [E{v;\X,e)][E{v;\X, 6)]' 
= ( ¾ - ^ , ¾ ¾ - ^ ¾ ) + E B E - H , t ; E - ^ E B ^ (13) 
and 
Ng 
N,c,{o) = Y.E[{x,,-v;){x,,-viy\x,e] 
i=\ 
Ng 
= Y . E[Xg^Xgi' — V*Xg/ _ Xg,V^' ^ V*V*j]X, 6 
i = l 
Ng Ng Ng 
= E 〜龙“ - E ^ K 1 ^ , ^]^9^ - E ^9rE[v;'\X, 0] 




Ng Ng Ng 
= E ¥ “ — E ^B^;^t,x,,' - Y： x,,{EB:s-H,y + N,D,{6) 
i=l i=zl i=l 
Ng 





Cg{0) = N-'lY： x,.x,/ - EB^-H,t; - t,t,'E-^EB] + D,{6). (14) 
i=\ 
It is clear that given X and 0, the values of Cg[0) and Dg{0) are known. 
Denote C s ( ^ ) = G~^[D^{0)^ [-Do{0)] which is also a known matrix with the 
current vector 9. Therefore, by equations (13) and (14), equation (8) becomes 
E[L{x,v\e^)\x,e] = j:^[iogiE;j + tTi:;-c,{e)] 
9=l乙 
+ | [ l o g | ^ | + t r i ; * - C 5 ( ^ ) ] . (15) 
The E-step of the algorithm is completed. 
The M-step: The function in equation (15) can be equivalently expressed as 
1 G+i N-
M{e^\e) = j^{Y.^[\og\E:\^i.Er'cm]. (16) 
z ^^ 1 
where N = N^ + •. • + No] for i <二 C,7V, = Ng,E* = X"-(6>*) and C , ( 6 / ) = 
Cg{Oy, while for i = G + l,7V, = G,E; 二 ^ ( 6 l * ) and C,{6) - CB(0). For 
g = lr--,G, 
Ng Ng 
E(tgtg') = ^ ( ¾ ¾ / ) 
i=l i=l 
二 N,{E,^ + N,EB) 
二 NglJg,— 
then 
E[D,{e)] - ^[(¾ - N,:EBE-^EB) + EBE-H,t,'E-^EB] 
16 
=^B - NgEsI^-'I^B + EBE-^E{tgtg')E-^:EB 
=I^B - N,EBE;^:SB + EB^;^N,EgE;^EB 
= ^ B , 
and 
Ng 
E[C,m = E{N;'[J^x,,x,/ - ^B^-t,t; - t,t,'E^EB] + D,{6)} 
i=\ 
Ng 
= N ; ' [ Y , E { x , , x , , ' - EBE-^E{t,t;) - E{t,t,')E-^EB] + ^ 
i=\ 
= ! W & + ^ . ) - EsE-N^E, - N,E,E-^EB] + ^ 
— ^gw. 
Hence, the form of M[6*\6) is similar to the ML fit function in the multiple 
groups of single-level structural equation modeling, where the known matrices 
Ci[0) are playing the role of the sample covariance matrices. As a result, with 
the simple equality constraints, the minimum of M{6*\6) can be obtained easily 
by some popular softwares such as LISREL 8 (Joreskog and Sorbom, 1996) or 
EQS (Bentler, 1992) with the "multiple sample" option and setting the appropri-
ate equality constraints on the corresponding elements of the parameter vector 
9*. Under the general constraints, some common techniques for solving the prob-
lems of constrained multiple groups such as the Multiplier method can be used. 
The basic idea of the Multiplier method is to introduce the augmented La-
grange function to the maximum likelihood function. And then we can find the 
constrained maximum likelihood estimate by searching the minimum value of 0* 
for the overall maximum likelihood function iteratively until it converges. Apply-
17 
ing the Multiplier method to equation (16), the augmented objective function is 
equal to 
Mjmo,) = M{e^ie,)+c, ^ m m } + 电 _ 机 
t=i t=i 
where { c j } is an increasing sequence of positive scalars, e.g. { l , 2 , 4 , 8 , • • •}, { ( } 
is a sequence of r by 1 vectors, and ^{x) is a positive differentiable function such 
that ^{x) — 0 if and only if x = 0, for example, ^{x) = ^x^. 
It should be noted that there is no close form solution for this constrained 
minimization problem. Hence, the following iterative procedure that is similar 
to Lee and Tsui(1982) is proposed. At the k^ ^ iteration of the "modified" EM 
algorithm with a current value Ok, 
(I) E-step: Evaluate M(0*|0^). 
(II) M-step: Find the constrained solution 9^+^ of M{6*\9k) subject to h{0*)= 
0 by the Multiplier method. At the 产 iteration, compute the augmented 
objective function Mj[0^\0k)-
(a) Given c ” � j and the starting value of 0*, search a minimum point 
0(j) of Mj{6*\6k) by using scoring algorithm. The basic step of the 
Multiplier scoring algorithm is 
A6 = - p u p M ^ { e ^ i e , ) , (17) 
where M,(r|^A:) = ^ is the gradient vector of M^.(r|6>fc), U]= 
B(Mj(0*l0k)) is the expectation of second partial derivatives of Mj(0^|Ok) 
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with respect to 0*, and p is a step-halving parameter which takes the 
first value in the sequence 1, |, |, . . • that reduces Mj[0*\0k)-
(b) Increase Cj to Cj+i and set ^j^i{t) = ^j(t) + Cj^{ht{6(^j))],t = 1,. ..，r, 
where 小 denotes the first derivative of ¢. Using 0(j) as the starting 
value and return to (II) (M-step). The M step is terminated at ( j + l ) ^ 
iteration if 
mfx|0(j+i)(z)_6>(w(O| < ei, 
L 
where Ci is the small positive real number. 
(III) Set 0;t+i 二 ^ U+i) and return to (I) (E-step). 
(IV) EM algorithm is terminated at (k + 1)认 iteration if the root mean squares 
(RMS) of the change of elements in the parameter vector between the EM 
steps is less than &2, that is, 
[ 斤 { 权 “ 1 ( 0 - 曜 2 ] | < 6 2 , 
q i=i 
where 62 is the small positive real number. 
By differentiating the function M[0*\6k) in equation (16), it can be shown that 
<9 1 +^1 
M(�iM = w i r v G ^ 2-^ .^[i0g 1^*1 + irEr'c,{e,)] 
% ^^ 1 
1 G+1 
= ^ ^ E 2 - i 7 V , [ A * ( ^ ® i ; ; ) - V e c ( Q ( 0 , ) - i；*)], 
t ^ ^ 1 
where A^ =曰？识 ) a n d vec(_A) is a vector that stores the elements of A row by 
row sequentially. Therefore, Mj{6*l6k) = M{6*l6k) + c] J2Ui <j>{ht{0^)]ht{0*) + 
m=i i j { t )ht {6*) , where ht{0*) is the first derivative of ht{0*) with respect to 0* 
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and (f) is the first derivative of 小 with respect to h i { 0 * ) . In addition, 
1 G+1 
M{e^]e,) = j ^ ^ 2-^ .^{A*[(^ ; ^  ^ *)-' + 
2(^-10 Er{c,{e,) — ^)^-i)]A*' 
+ v * [ / , 0 {E* 0 i ; ; ) - > e c [ C , ( 0 , ) - i；*]}, 
where V* = ^g^g^*) and Ip is an identity matrix with order p. Since E[Dg(6)= 
^ , E[CB{0)] = UB and E[Cg{6)] = ^ ^ for g = 1，• •.，G, £[€,{6^)-^,{0^)]= 
0 for all i 二 1 , . . . , G + 1. Then 
u, = E[M,[e^\ek)] 
1 G+1 T 
= j ^ E 2"^iv . (A*(^;③ ^;r'^r)+E^.w^t(r) 
% ^^ 1 ~t^^ 1 
+c, j^iHhtmYhtm + ue^)k{e^rHhtmK 
t=i 
where 'ht{6*) = Q^l^g* and ^ is the second derivative of ¢) with respect to ht{0*). 
Since Cj^>{hj{0*)] will be small, particularly near the minimum (see Lee; 1980), 
the terms consist them as factor are dropped during constructing the Multiplier 
scoring algorithm. Hence, 
1 G+1 r 
U] 二 ^ ^ E 2-^iV. (A*(^; 0 ^ ; ) - ' A " ) + E m ' h m 
+ c , E [ A , ( r ) ^ ( 0 * ) V { ^ ( 0 * ) } ] . (18) 
t=i 
Obviously, Mj{6*{0k) is rather simple, the implementation of the required 
iterative procedure is not as complicate as the function F{0*) in equation (6) 
subject to some general constraints. Moreover, based on the similar reasonings 
in Lange (1995) for accelerating the basic EM algorithm, it is not necessary to lo-
cate a very accurate constrained minimum in the M-step. Hence, by selecting the 
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moderate small value of Ci in minimizing the the augmented function Mj{6*\9k), 
it is adequate to converge to the approximate estimation of the "modified" EM 
algorithm. And it will be demonstrated by the simulated examples and the results 
will be shown in chapter 5. On the other hand, similar to the situations when 
dealing with single-level models or other statistical models, due to the minimiza-
tion of the augmented objective function in the M-step, the convergent rate may 
not be very efficient. In the next chapter, the linear constraints will be considered 
and the "restricted" EM algorithm will be derived. The algorithm seems sim-
pler and is easy to implement. In addition, its convergent rate is greatly improved. 
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Chapter 4. Estimation of the Model Under 
Linear Constraints 
In general, it is well-known that (see, discussion in Dempster at el; 1977) the 
convergence of the EM algorithm may be slow for some applications. In recent 
years, more attention has been devoted to methods for accelerating the EM algo-
rithm and some algorithms have been developed. Jamshidian and Jennrich (1993) 
suggested a conjugate gradient version of the EM algorithm. The main idea was 
to use the EM algorithm steps as generalized gradients in a conjugate gradient 
search in an attempt to accelerate the EM algorithm. Lange (1995a) derived 
a EM gradient algorithm that required only one iteration of Newton-Raphson 
algorithm at each M-step of the EM algorithm. He also pointed out that the 
local properties of the EM gradient algorithm were almost identical with those of 
the ordinary EM algorithm. Hence, the convergence rate of the EM algorithm is 
greatly improved. In addition, based on the classical quasi-Newton optimization 
techniques, Lange (1995b) recommended another accelerating method, called a 
quasi-Newton acceleration of the EM algorithm. With linear constraints on pa-
rameters, Kim and Taylor (1995) applied the EM gradient algorithm of Lange 
(1995a) and the Lagrange multiplier method to obtain the constrained ML solu-
tion. 
In this chapter, similar to the approach of Kim and Taylor (1995), we propose 
an algorithm to solve the estimation problems of the two-level model subject to 
the linear constraints. Let us consider the linear constraints that impose on 0* 
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with the form: 
h { e * ) ^ A e * - a = 0, (19) 
where A is a known r x q matrix with rank r and a is a known r x 1 vector. 
At the M-step, we need to minimize M{6*\0) in equation (16) subject to the 
linear constraints as shown in equation (19). By applying the Lagrange multiplier 
method, the function to be minimized is given by 
M{e*\e, X) = M{0*\0) - X'{a - A(9*), (20) 
where A = (Ai, A2, • • •, A )^ is a vector of the Lagrange multipliers. Let M^ and 
M c be the constrained first and second partial derivatives of M(^*|0, A) with 
respect to 6* respectively. Therefore, 
^ = dM{e^\0,\) 
c — d6' 




二 M{e*\e). (22) 
From the relationship of the gradient matrix and the "Hessian matrix" between 
the unconstrained and constrained problems in equations (21) and (22), it can 
be derived that the Lagrange multiplier, A, is a function of the unconstrained 
solution and the unconstrained "Hessian matrix" as follows. It is assumed that 
for 1 = 0,1,- . .，Oc{i) and 0(/) are the sequences of the constrained and uncon-
strained solution respectively obtained at /," step of the scoring algorithm. The 
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(/ + 1产 element of the scoring sequence can be computed from the constrained 
gradient matrix and the “Hessian matrix". For the sake of simplicity, denote 
M = M[e^\e) and M = M(^*|0). Hence, by equations (21) and (22), we have 
^c(/+x) = ^c(0 - M'^M, 
=e,^i)-M~\M^A'\) 
=0,(/) M"'M - M'^A'X 
=0(/+i)[0c(/)]-M""iiA, (23) 
where 7Vf, M and ^(/+i)[^c(/)] are evaluated at 0明.Since ^c(/+i) is required to 
satisfy the linear constraints as shown in equation (19), that is, 
A6c{i+,) - a = 0 
A{e(^ i+ , ) [6c i i ) ] -M'^A 'X) -a = 0 
AM''A'X 二 - ( a -40 ( ,+ i ) [ 0 c ( o ] ) 
入 = - ( 4 i i T i i ) - i ( a - 4 0 ( , + i ) [ 0 c ( , ) ] ) . ( 2 4 ) 
Hence, we have 
c^(/+x) = 6l(/+x)[6>c(/)] + M~'A'{AM~^A')-\a - <^9(/+x)[6>c(o])- (25) 
It is clear that only an additional step is required for computing the constrained 
solution Oc{i+i) from the unconstrained solution ^(/+i). Thus the basic principle 
of the "restricted" EM algorithm is to compute the unconstrained solution at the 
M-step as before (Lee and Poon, 1996) and update the constrained solution by 
equation (25). And the process continues until it converges. Based on the above 
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reasonings, the following "restricted" EM (REM) algorithm is proposed: At the 
k^ ^ iteration with a current value 6c{k), 
(I) E-step: Evaluate M{6*\0c{k)) defined in equation (16). 
(II) M-step: Find the constrained solution that minimize M(6*\6c(k)) by using 
scoring algorithm. 
(a) At the 产 iteration of M-step, given the starting value of G*, evaluate 
• • • • 
M , M and M^ at 0cj(k). 
“—1 • 
(b) Compute AOcj(k) = ^cj(k) _ M M and update Ocj(k) to ^cj+i(it) by 
0cj+i(M = A 0 c # ) + M ~ ' A ' ( A M ~ ' A T ' ( a — A0(,+i)[〜,)])，（26) 
and step-halving may be applied to ensure the reduction in M{6*]6c(k))-
(c) Use ^cj+i(fc) as the starting value and return to (a). The M-step is 
terminated at ( j + l)*^ iteration if the root mean square ofthe elements 
in gradient matrix, M c , is less than e, where e is the small positive 
real number. 
(III) Set Oc{k i^) = Ocj^ {^k) and return to (I) (E-step). 
(IV) The EM algorithm is terminated at the {k + 1)," iteration if the root mean 
squares of the change of elements in the parameter vector between the EM 
steps is less than e\ that is, 
[ 1 亡 { 〜 _ ( 0 - 〜 讽 } ¥ < ( 
q i=i 
where e' is the small positive real number. 
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It should be noted that under the mild regularity conditions and with the aid 
of the step-halving technique, the convergence of this iterative algorithm is guar-
anteed. The "restricted" EM algorithm (REM) will be simplified if the "Hessian 
matrix" M is replaced by the "information matrix", E{M). It is a common 
practice in structural equation modeling (see, for example, Lee and Jennrich, 
1979; Bentler, 1992). ‘ 
Based on the argument of Lange (1991) and Kim and Taylor (1995), it is 
claimed that a single iteration of equation (26) at each M-step would be adequate 
to ensure the convergence of an approximate EM algorithm. One-step acceptable 
iteration with M{6*\0cj^^[k)) < ^{^*l^cj{k)) at each M-step is enough to preserve 
the local convergence properties of the EM algorithm. Hence, it is not necessary 
to carry out the whole scoring algorithm in finding the minimum at M-step and 
the convergence rate of the "restricted" EM algorithm will be accelerated. The 
preservation of the local convergence properties of this accelerated "restricted" 
EM algorithm (AEM) will be demonstrated by the simulation and the results will 
be presented in chapter 5. 
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Chapter 5. Simulation Results 
In order to demonstrate the empirical performance of the "modified" EM al-
gorithm and the "restricted" EM algorithm derived in chapter 3 and chapter 
4 respectively, artificial data were simulated by FORTRAN program with the 
IMSL(STAT/LIBRARY, 1987) subroutine. For the sake of simplicity, the artifi-
cial examples would be based on the two-level confirmatory factor analysis model 
with the structures of covariance matrices defined as 
^ = ^B^B^B+n^ 
E* = A* ^* A* ' + ¢^* , g = l , - - - ,G ' ; (27) 
gw gw gw gw gw ‘ 。 ‘ ‘ ‘ V / 
where A*^ and A*^ were the factor loading matrices, ¢ ^ and ¢*^ were the co-
variance matrices of the factors, and ^¾ and 屯；were the diagonal covariance 
matrices of the error measurements, respectively. 
5.1 Artificial Examples for “Modified” EM Algorithm 
In the following artificial examples, some nonlinear constraints will be imposed 
on the parameters and the "modified" EM algorithm derived in chapter 3 will 
be applied to estimate the constrained ML solutions. For the scoring algorithm, 
the minimum was said to be obtained if the root mean squares of the elements 
in the gradient vector is less than 0.0005. The “modified，，EM algorithm is 
said to be converged to the constrained solution if the root mean squares of the 
change of the elements in the parameter vector between the E-steps is less than 
0.0005. At the M-step, Cj+i was updated by 4cj for each successive step of the 
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multiplier method. In order to demonstrate that the moderate small value of ei 
in minimizing the augmented function Mj{9*\0k) was adequate to converge to the 
approximate estimation of the "modified" EM algorithm, three different values 
of ti such as 0.0005, 0.001 and 0.01 would be adopted. The corresponding results 
will be reported and the comparisons will also be discussed. 
Example 5.1.1: An unbalanced design with G = 120 groups would be considered 
and for each 40 groups, the corresponding sample sizes of the individual level 
{Ng) were 4, 6, and 8 respectively. Therefore, the total sample size (7V) was 720. 
The artificial data was generated based on the following population values: 
j*, _ ‘ 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* ‘ 
B - 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 ‘ 
, , 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* , , _ 
A*' = ,g = 1,--- 120, 
g^ 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 
I * - 1.0* 0.36 1 ^ , r 1.0* 0.6 - 1 i _ ¢*0 = , ^ * = ,g = !,••• 120, 
B 0.36 1.0* 9如 0.6 1.0* 
and ^¾ = ^g^ = 0.36is,5^ = 1, • • •, 120, where /g was the identity matrix of 
order 8. To ensure identifiability, the parameter with an asterisk and the zero 
off-diagonal elements in ^¾ and ¢"*^ were treated as fixed known elements that 
were not to be estimated. For the purpose of illustration, we considered a special 
model of equation (27) that was invariant covariance structure at the individual 
level. It meant that A；^=^；,少;祀=气 and ^;=S^: for g = 1, • • • , 120. Hence, 
we were analyzing a two-level model with invariant group covariance structures, 
and the total number of unknown parameters was 34. In addition, it was assumed 
that some of the unknown parameters should be satisfied the following non-linear 
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constraints: 
A*sihl) = 24^ (2 + 4,2),2' = 1广-，4; 
2 � “ , 1 ) = < ( “ 4 , 2 )， z = l r . . , 4 ; 
¢ ^ 2 , 1 ) = ¢:2(2,1). 
Based on the simulated data set and the proposed covariance structures, the 
"modified" EM algorithm developed in chapter 3 was applied to obtain the con-
strained ML estimates of the unknown parameters that were subjected to 9 non-
linear constraints stated as above. The starting values were taken as A^(z, 1 ) = 
A5(^' + 4,2) = A l ( i , l ) = A ; ( z + 4,2) = 1.6，¢^(2,1) = ¢ : ( 2 , 1 ) = 0.0, and 
^^*(j,i) = ^*{jJ) = 1.0 for i = 1，.. - , 4 , i = 1 , . . . ,8 . It is clear that the start-
ing values were taken to be at least twice from the true population values. Ten sets 
of replications were simulated and the summary of results of one randomly chosen 
replication is presented in Tables 1, 2 and 3，with different values of ei,0.0005, 
0.001 and 0.01, respectively. The second column of the tables was corresponding 
to the total number of scoring iteration as stated in equation (17) that involved 
in the multiplier method for completing the M-step. For this replication, the 
final constrained ML solution for the different values of ci are reported in details 
in Table 4. It was clear that among the different values of Ci, the constrained 
ML estimates of the unknown parameters were very close to each other but the 
number of the scoring iterations involved in the "modified" EM algorithm was 
reduced significantly from 31 to 21. It should be also noted that among the dif-
ferent values of Ci, all of these estimates were satisfied the prescribed constraints. 
For the ten sets of replications, the average, maximum and minimum numbers of 
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the scoring algorithm required to converge to the constrained ML solution with 
the different values of ei, 0.0005, 0.001, 0.01 were (31.4, 35, 27), (28.1，33, 26) and 
(22.9, 28, 21), respectively. The root mean square between the constrained ML 
estimates and the true values of the parameters for the ten sets of replications 
with different values of Ci was also presented in Table 5. From the results of Ta-
ble 5, the constrained ML solutions were seemed to be very accurate. In general, 
the constrained ML solutions in the equal within-group covariance structure were 
more accurate than that in the between-group covariance structure. 
Example 5.1.2: The population values on the between group structures were the 
same as given in the previous example. Instead of the invariant covariance struc-
ture at the individual level as given in Example 5.1.1, there were two distinct 
within group covariance structures in this example as follows: 
^^ , _ 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 
wi - 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 ‘ 
^^ , _ 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 
^“ — 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 ‘ 
否* _ 1.0* 0.6 少* _ 1.0* 0.24 _ 
wi 一 0.6 1.0* , "1 — 0.24 1.0* , 
and ^* = ^* = 0.36/s. For g = 1, •. - ,40, A* = ] * ， 少 * ：少* and ¢^ * =¢^* , 
wi W2 o j ？ “ ‘ gw wi * gw wx gw wi， 
whereas for g > 41, A*^=A^^, ^*gw=^l^ and ^*^=^*^. Hence, the total num-
ber of unknown parameters was 51. In addition, the following constraints was 
imposed on the unknown parameters: 
AUhl) = 2AS(z + 4,2),z- = l r . . , 4 ; 
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24^i (z , l ) = < i ( z + 4,2),z = l , . . . , 4 ; 
v l = ( i , l ) = 0 . 8 � ( z , l ) , z = V . . , 4 ; 
A ^ ( z + 4,2) = 2A^(z，l) + 0.3,z = l ^ . , 4 ; 
% M = ^:iM = o^:M,z = ir.,8; 
¢^ (2,1) = ¢^ 2(2,1); 
¢:.(2,1) = 0.4少:1(2，1). 
Thus, there were 34 constraints imposed on the unknown parameters. The start-
ing values of the unknown parameters in {A^,yi^^,7l^^} were all taken to be 
1.6 and the covariance matrix of the error measurements, ¢^ , ^* and ¢^ * were 
， t> ‘ W1 W2 
all taken to be the identity matrix with order 8. The starting values of the un-
known correlations in the correlation matrices of the factors, ^t,, ^* and 少* , 
‘ B ‘ W1 W2 ‘ 
were all taken as zero. Similar to Example 5.1.1, ten sets of replications were 
simulated and the summary of results of one randomly chosen replication was 
reported. Since the results of the randomly chosen replication was the same for 
the values of ei, 0.0005 and 0.001, the convergence of this set of replication was 
summarized in Tables 6 and 7 respectively for the different values of Ci. For this 
replication, the final constrained ML solutions for the different values of ei are 
presented in details in Table 8. It could also be seen that all of these estimates 
were satisfied the above constraints. For the ten sets of replications, the average, 
maximum and minimum numbers of the scoring algorithm required to converge 
to the constrained ML solution corresponding to the different values of e^  were 
(48.4, 53, 40), (46.7, 53, 34) and (38.6, 46, 28) respectively. Since the number of 
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unknown parameters and constraints were greatly increased, the average number 
of scoring algorithm required was reasonable. 
Example 5.1.3: Two unbalanced designs about the various group sizes and sample 
sizes, design (A) and (B), were considered. In design (A), there were 60 groups 
and for each 20 groups, the corresponding sample sizes of the individual level 
were 16, 12, and 4 respectively. In design (B), there were 120 groups and for 
each 40 groups, the corresponding sample sizes of the individual level were 4, 6 
and 8 respectively. Thus, the total sample sizes in design (A) and (B) were 640 
and 720 respectively. The artificial data were generated based on the following 
population values: 
i * , _ r 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 1 ^^ _ |" 1.0* 0.36 ‘ 
B - 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 ‘ ^ _ 0.36 1.0* , 
^^ , — “ 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* “ 少 * — “ 1.0* 0.6 “ 
wi - 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 ‘ 趴 — 0 . 6 1.0* , 
, , • 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 1 ^ � 1 . 0 * 0.24 “ A* = 少* = 
W2 [ 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 J ‘ ^“ [ 0.24 1.0* J , 
% = 0 - 3 6 / s , ^ : . = 0 W 3 , . ^ : . = [^-^；^^ J ； 、 ， 
where 1^  is the identity matrix of order 4. For the purpose of illustration, a special 
model of equation (27) with two distinct within group covariance structures in 
designs fA) and (B) would be considered as follows: A* =A* , ^* =企* and 
0 \ / \ / gw W1 , gw W1 
^gw^^wi for g = 1,...，20, in design (A) and for g = 1，.. •，40, in design (B); 
^ ; . = ^ : . ,承 * - =少 : 2 and 屯；：屯：for 21 < g < 60 in design (A) and for 41 < 
g < 120 in design (B). Therefore, the total number of unknown parameter was 
51 in both design (A) and (B). By considering D^ and 1^*^ in equation (27) 
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as correlation structures, some linear and non-linear constraints on the unknown 
parameters under consideration as follows: 
A^(i , i )2 + tf^*(z,z) = 1.0, f o r l < i < 4 , i = : l ; f o r z > 4 , j - 2 ; 
A l ^ { i j y ^ ^ * ^ { i , i ) = 1.0, f o r l < i < 4 , i - l ; f o r z > 4 , j / ' = 2; 
K . i ' J ) ' ^ K . i h ^ ) = 1.0, f o r l < z < 4 , j = l ; f o r z > 4 , ; = 2 ; 
¢5 (2 ,1 ) = ¢ : , (2 ,1)2 ; 
2否：(2，1) = 5少二(2，1); 
< 2 ( z , l ) = 2A=(z + 4,2)，z = l，〜,4. 
Thus, there were 30 constraints on the unknown parameters. The starting values 
of the unknown correlations in the correlation matrices of the factors, ¢ ^ , ¢ ^ 
and 少二，were all taken as zero, and the starting values for all other unknown 
parameters were taken to be 1.0. Ten replications were completed and the conver-
gent summaries of one randomly chosen replication were reported in Table 9, 10, 
11, 12, 13 and 14 for design (A) and (B) with different values of Ci respectively. 
Therefore, for this randomly chosen replication, 21 scoring iterations involved in 
6 EM iterations were required in design (A) while 36 scoring iterations involved 
in 7 EM iterations were required in design (B) with the value of Ci 0.01. The 
constrained ML estimates of this randomly chosen replication are given in details 
in Table 15 for design (A) and (B) with the value of Ci 0.01. For the different 
values of Ci, 0.0005, 0.001 and 0.01 in the ten replications, the average, maximum 
and minimum numbers of the scoring iteration were (30.8, 37, 28)，(29.4, 35, 27) 
and (22.4, 25, 21) respectively in design (A) and (38.4, 48, 34), (36.7, 47, 32) and 
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(27, 36, 24) respectively in design (B). 
5.2 Artificial Examples for "restricted" EM Algorithm 
The following artificial examples involve some linear constraints on the pa-
rameters and the "restricted" EM (REM) algorithm derived in chapter 4 was ap-
plied to estimate the constrained ML solutions. The "restricted" EM algorithm 
was said to be converged to the constrained solution if the root mean squares of 
the change of the elements in the parameter vector between the E-steps was less 
than 0.0005. For the scoring algorithm, the minimum was said to be obtained 
if the root mean squares of the elements in the gradient vector was less than 
0.0001. For the same sets of simulated data, the accelerated "restricted" EM 
(AEM) stated in chapter 4 is also applied and some comparisons between the 
REM and AEM estimates will also be presented. 
Example 5.2.1: A balanced design with G = 50 groups was considered and the 
corresponding sample size of the individual level was 10. Therefore, the total 
sample size was 500. The artificial data was generated based on the following 
population values: 
, , “1 .0 1.0* 1.0 1.0 1.0 ‘ , 
A*' = = A* \g = 1 , . . . 50, 
B 1.0* -1.0 0.0 -1.0 1.0 譯 
^*B ~ 2^, ^B ~ 5^5 
1 25* 1 0 
¢ : , = . • , ^ L = o.2r,i^ = i , . . • 50, 
gw 1 Q 1 25* , 9^ 5,>y , , 
where 1^ and 1^  were the identity matrices of order 2 and 5 respectively. For 
the purpose of illustration, we proposed the specified model which was similar to 
that in Example 5.1.1, that was invariant covariance structure at the individual 
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level. Thus the total number of unknown parameters was 28. In addition, it 
was assumed that the unknown parameter should be satisfied the following linear 
constraints: 
AU^J) = <“,j),z = V.-,5,j- = l，2; 
% M = 5^ z^,0,z = l,...,5. 
The "restricted" EM (REM) algorithm and the accelerated "restricted" EM 
(AEM) algorithm developed in chapter 4 were implemented to obtain the con-
strained ML estimates of the unknown parameters under these 13 linear con-
straints. The starting values were taking as 
• 来 • 农 r 2 . 0 1 . 0 * 2 . 0 2 . 0 2 . 0 -
Ao = A* = , 
B ^ 1.0* - 2 . 0 1.0 - 2 . 0 2.0 
¢&(2,1)=^:(2 ,1)=0.5, ¢^*(2, i) = 2.0 and tf>^(z, i) = 0.4 for i = 1，...，5. Ten sets 
of replications were generated and the convergence summary of one replication 
by REM and AEM algorithms are presented in Tables 16 and 17 respectively. 
Details of the constrained ML estimates of this replication are reported in Table 
18 for the REM and AEM algorithms. It seemed that for the AEM algorithm, 
the convergence rate improved significantly while the constrained ML estimates 
were very close to that of the REM algorithm. For the ten sets of replications, 
the average, maximum and minimum number of the scoring iterations required 
for convergence were (16.9, 19, 15) and (8.1, 11, 7) for REM and AEM algorithms 
respectively. 
Example 5.2.2: Two unbalanced designs about the various group sizes and sample 
sizes, design (A) and (B), were considered. The corresponding group sizes and 
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sample sizes were the same as that in Example 5.1.3. The artificial data were 
generated based on the following population values: 
j * , _ 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* “ ^^ 1.0* 0.3 
B - 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 ‘ ^ — 0.3 1.0* ‘ 
^ , , _ 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* “屯坏—“1.0* 0.45 “ 
飢 - 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 ‘ ^' — 0.45 1.0* ‘ 
^ , , _ ‘ 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* ‘ ^^ _ “ 1.0* 0.6 ‘ 
肌 — 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 ‘ “^ — 0.6 1.0* ‘ 
¢^=0.5 /s and ¢'*^=¢'*^=0.25 1%. For the purpose of illustration, a special 
model of equation (27) with two distinct within group covariance structures in 
designs (A) and (B) that were the same as the model in Example 5.1.3 of the 
"modified" EM algorithm would be considered. Therefore, the total number 
of unknown parameter was 51 in both design (A) and (B). In addition, it was 
assumed that the following linear constraints on the unknown parameters were 
taken into account: 
2A;^ (z,;) = 34;;2(z.,W,for< = l,.-.，4,j = l;for5SzS8,j=2; 
3^ (^2,1) = 2 :^(2,1); 
2^ (^2,1) = ¢:.(2,1); 
tf^M = 2^ :^M = 2tf^ :M,z = l,^.,8; 
Thus, there were 26 linear constraints imposed on the unknown parameters. The 
starting values of the unknown parameter were taken as A* [^i^  1) = ylJ(z + 4 , 2 ) = 
1.2, A;^ (z,l) = A^ i(z + 4,2) = A;^ (z,l) = ;^^ (z + 4,2) 二 1.6， (^2,1)= 
^;.(2,1)=少；；2(2,1) = 0.0, and tf^*(j,j) = K i U , 3 ) = K . U ^ j ) = 1.0 for 
i 二 1 , . . . ,4;j' = 1, •.., 8. For each design (A) and (B), 10 replications were 
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simulated. For design (A), the average, maximum and minimum numbers of 
the scoring iteration in the REM and AEM algorithms were (12.9, 14, 12) and 
(6.3, 7, 6) respectively, while for design (B), the average, maximum and minimum 
numbers of the scoring iteration in the REM and AEM algorithms were (13.9, 15, 
13) and (7.3, 8, 7) respectively. The convergent summary of one randomly chosen 
replication are reported in Tables 19, 20, 21 and 22 respectively. Therefore, in 
this replication, for design (A), 12 scoring iterations involved in 4 EM iterations 
were required in the "restricted" EM algorithm and 6 EM iterations were required 
in the AEM algorithm; while for design (B), 14 scoring iterations involved in 6 
EM iterations in REM algorithm and 7 EM iterations were required in the AEM 
algorithm. The constrained ML estimates obtained by the AEM algorithm for 
this replication are given in details in Table 23 for design (A) and (B). It was 
clear that from these tables, the convergence rate was also greatly improved, and 
all constrained ML estimates were satisfied the given linear constraints. 
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Chapter 6. Discussion and Conclusion 
In this thesis, we consider the two-level structural equation model with un-
balanced designs and some general constraints on the underlying unknown pa-
rameters. In the literature, it is well known that even for some special models 
without any constraints, the computation of the maximum likelihood estimates 
are tedious (Muthen, 1990; Longford and Muthen, 1992; Raudenbush, 1995). 
In this thesis, the unbalanced two-level model is considered by treating the la-
tent random vectors at group level as hypothetical "missing" data and the EM 
algorithm can then be applied. Under the general nonlinear constraints on the 
parameters, the "modified" EM algorithm is proposed to find the constrained ML 
estimates. Based on the expressions obtained in the E-step, it is observed that 
the function to be minimized at the M-step becomes the familiar ML function 
of a single-level model with multiple groups. Hence, at each M-step, the Multi-
plier method is used to obtain the constrained maximum likelihood estimates of 
the parameters. If the constraints under consideration are linear, the Lagrange 
multiplier approach is utilized (see Kim and Taylor, 1996) and the accelerated 
"restricted" EM algorithm is developed. It has been shown that the proposed 
algorithms seem straight forward. Based on the results obtained in the previous 
chapters, it is clear that the proposed EM type algorithms have the following nice 
properties: 
(i) It can be applied to very general unbalanced two-level structural equation 
models subject to the complicated constraints on the parameters. 
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(ii) The "modified" and the accelerated "restricted" EM algorithms perform 
very well and is easy to program. The rate of convergence of the proposed 
EM type algorithms to obtain the constrained ML estimates of the param-
eters is reasonably fast, especially for the linear constraints, even if there 
are substantially different sample sizes. 
(iii) For the accelerated "restricted" EM algorithm, the unconstrained ML so-
lution can be obtained conveniently by minimizing M{0*\6) as defined in 
equation (16) with the aid of the popular existing softwares such as LISREL 
8 (Joreskog and Sorbom, 1996) and EQS (Bentler, 1992). 
In this thesis, at the M-step, the Lagrange multiplier method is used to ob-
tain the constrained estimates of the parameters. Another possible approach is 
to apply the EM algorithm after reparameterization. When the constraints are 
just the simple linear combination of parameters, reparameterization might be 
easy. However, when the problems are restricted with a set of linear or nonlinear 
constraints of parameters, it might be very complicated and not feasible. 
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Table 1. Convergence of the "Modified" EM Algorithm with ei = 0.0005 in Eg. 5.1.1 
EM No. of RMS of .1^(1,1) ^^(5 ,2) ¢^(2 ,1 ) ^ ; ( 2 , 1 ) A : ( 6 , 2 ) 
Iter Scoring Iter. \Ol_^ ^ — 6^ 
~0 1.600 1.600 0.000 1.600 1.600 
1 9 0.65849 1.109 0.555 0.037 0.549 1.099 
2 5 0.19342 0.785 0.392 0.219 0.382 0.763 
3 5 0.03801 0.732 0.366 0.314 0.355 0.710 
4 4 0.00626 0.727 0.363 0.334 0.352 0.703 
5 4 0.00116 0.726 0.363 0.338 0.351 0.702 
6 4 0.00029 0.726 0.363 0.338 0.351 0.702 
Table 2. Convergence of the “Modified” EM Algorithm with ei = 0.001 in Eg. 5.1.1 
EM No. of RMS of A^(1,1) A^(5,2) ¢^(2 ,1 ) A^(2,1) A*J6,2) 
Iter Scoring Iter, |^:+i — 0 : 
~0 r ^ L ^ 0.000 L ^ 1.600 
1 8 0.65856 1.109 0.555 0.037 0.549 1.098 
2 5 0.19334 0.785 0.392 0.219 0.382 0.763 
3 4 0.03799 0.732 0.366 0.314 0.355 0.710 
4 3 0.00626 0.727 0.363 0.334 0.352 0.703 
5 3 0.00116 0.726 0.363 0.338 0.351 0.702 
6 3 0.00029 0.726 0.363 0.338 0.351 0.702 
Table 3. Convergence of the "Modified" EM Algorithm with Ci = 0.01 in Eg. 5.1.1 
EM No. of RMS of ^^(1,1) A^(5,2) ¢^(2 ,1) y i ; ( 2 , l ) A*J6,2) 
Iter Scoring Iter, |0:+i — G: 
~0 1.600 1.600 0.000 1.600 1.600 
1 8 0.65856 1.109 0.555 0.037 0.549 1.098 
2 4 0.19339 0.785 0.392 0.219 0.382 0.763 
3 3 0.03800 0.732 0.366 0.314 0.355 0.710 
4 2 0.00625 0.727 0.363 0.335 0.352 0.703 
5 2 0.00116 0.726 0.363 0.338 0.352 0.702 
6 2 0.00029 0.726 0.363 0.339 0.352 0.702 
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Table 4. Constrained ML Estimates by the “Modified，，EM Algorithm 
with different values of ei in Eg. 5.1.1 
Parameter Estimate Parameter Estimate 
Values of ei Values of 6i 
0.0005 0.001 0.01 0.0005 0.001 0.01 
A^(1,1) 0.726 0.726 0.726 A ; ( 1 , 1 ) 0.351 0.351 0.352 
A^(2,1) 0.714 0.714 0.714 A;;(2,1) 0.351 0.351 0.352 
A* (3 ,1 ) 0.900 0.900 0.900 A* (3,1) 0.352 0.352 0.351 
JD \ 1 / W \ 1 / 
A^(4,1) 0.827 0.827 0.827 A:(4，1) 0.360 0.360 0.359 
yl^(5,2) 0.363 0.363 0.363 A ; ( 5 , 2 ) 0.702 0.702 0.702 
A^(6,2) 0.357 0.357 0.357 yi;;(6,2) 0.702 0.702 0.702 
A^(7,2) 0.450 0.450 0.450 A : ( 7 , 2 ) 0.704 0.704 0.704 
A* (8 ,2 ) 0.414 0.414 0.414 A*(8 ,2 ) 0.719 0.719 0.719 
t> V 1 / W \ 1 / 
¢^(2 ,1 ) 0.338 0.338 0.339 ¢^(2 ,1 ) 0.582 0.582 0.582 
¢-*(1,1) 0.378 0.378 0.378 ¢^^(1,1) 0.385 0.385 0.384 
¢^*(2,2) 0.434 0.434 0.434 tf^;(2,2) 0.330 0.330 0.329 
¢^(3 ,3) 0.372 0.372 0.372 tf^*(3,3) 0.314 0.314 0.314 
¢^*(4,4) 0.376 0.376 0.376 ¢^^(4,4) 0.422 0.422 0.422 
¢^*(5,5) 0.516 0.516 0.516 tf^^(5,5) 0.316 0.316 0.316 
¢^*(6,6) 0.429 0.429 0.429 ¢^*(6,6) 0.413 0.413 0.413 
¢^*(7,7) 0.243 0.243 0.243 ¢":(7,7) 0.390 0.390 0.390 
¢^*(8,8) 0.375 0.375 0.375 ¢^^(8,8) 0.378 0.378 0.379 
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Table 5. Root Mean Squares of the estimates and population values 
with different values of Ci in Eg. 5.1.1 
Values of ci 
Parameter True Value 0.0005 0.001 0.01 
A^(1,1) 0.800 0.087 0.087 0.087 
A^(2,1) 0.800 0.069 0.069 0.069 
7l^(3, l ) 0.800 0.097 0.097 0.096 
A^(4,1) 0.800 0.072 0.072 0.072 
A^(5,2) 0.400 0.044 0.044 0.044 
A*^(6,2) 0.400 0.034 0.034 0.034 
A*^(7,2) 0.400 0.048 0.048 0.048 
AJ(8 ,2 ) 0.400 0.036 0.036 0.036 
¢^ (2 ,1 ) 0.360 0.050 0.050 0.050 
¢^*(1,1) 0.360 0.099 0.099 0.099 
¢^*(2,2) 0.360 0.046 0.046 0.046 
¢^*(3,3) 0.360 0.068 0.068 0.068 
¢^*(4,4) 0.360 0.047 0.047 0.047 
¢^*(5,5) 0.360 0.083 0.083 0.083 
¢^*(6,6) 0.360 0.044 0.044 0.044 
¢^*(7,7) 0.360 0.064 0.064 0.064 
¢^*(8,8) 0.360 0.060 0.060 0.060 
A ; ( 1 , 1 ) 0.350 0.010 0.010 0.010 
A* (2,1) 0.350 0.018 0.018 0.018 
w V ‘ / 
y l* (3 , l ) 0.350 0.012 0.012 0.012 
W\ 、 / 
y i ; ( 4 , l ) 0.350 0.018 0.018 0.018 
A ; ( 5 , 2 ) 0.700 0.019 0.019 0.019 
A l { 6 , 2 ) 0.700 0.036 0.036 0.036 
A ; ( 7 , 2 ) 0.700 0.024 0.024 0.024 
A;;(8,2) 0.700 0.036 0.036 0.036 
^ * (2,1) 0.600 0.045 0.045 0.045 
W V , / 
¢^*(1,1) 0.360 0.026 0.026 0.026 
W \ 1 / 
¢^*(2,2) 0.360 0.024 0.024 0.024 
W\ , , 
¢^*(3,3) 0.360 0.033 0.033 0.033 
uA ‘ / 
¢^*(4,4) 0.360 0.035 0.035 0.035 
W V ‘ / 
¢^*(5,5) 0.360 0.029 0.029 0.029 
w V ‘ / 
¢^*(6,6) 0.360 0.033 0.033 0.033 
W\ ‘ / 
¢^*(7,7) 0.360 0.037 0.037 0.037 
w\ ， / 
¢^*(8,8) 0.360 0.020 0.020 0.020 
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Table 6. Convergence of the "Modified" EM Algorithm with 
ei 二 0.0005 and 0.001 in Eg. 5.1.2 
EM No. of RMS of A^(4,1) A^(8,2) v i ; , ( 3 , l ) vi ; , (7,2) ；^,(2,1) 
Iter Scoring Iter, |^:+i —沒： 
~o r ^ r ^ r ^ r ^ o.ooo 
1 11 0.64790 1.178 0.589 0.627 1.255 0.066 
2 9 0.21566 0.866 0.433 0.405 0.810 0.158 
3 8 0.04328 0.809 0.405 0.366 0.731 0.202 
4 8 0.00819 0.803 0.402 0.360 0.719 0.214 
5 8 0.00172 0.803 0.401 0.359 0.717 0.217 
6 8 0.00040 0.803 0.401 0.359 0.717 0.218 
Table 7. Convergence of the “Modified，，EM Algorithm with e： = 0.01 in Eg. 5.1.2 
EM No. of RMS o f ^ ^ ^ ^ ( 4 , 1 ) A^(8,2) < , ( 3 , 1 ) A;^(7,2) ¢^,(2,1) 
Iter Scoring Iter, |^:+i — 0: 
0 1.600 1.600 1.600 1.600 0.000 
1 10 0.64792 1.178 0.589 0.627 1.255 0.066 
2 8 0.21571 0.866 0.433 0.405 0.810 0.158 
3 7 0.04330 0.809 0.405 0.366 0.731 0.202 
4 7 0.00820 0.803 0.402 0.359 0.719 0.214 
5 7 0.00172 0.803 0.401 0.359 0.717 0.217 
6 7 0.00040 0.803 0.402 0.358 0.717 0.218 
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Table 8. Constrained ML Estimates by the "Modified" EM Algorithm 
with different values of ci in Eg. 5.1.2 
Parameter Estimate Parameter Estimate Parameter Estimate 
Values of Ci Values of Ci Values of ej 
I II I II I II 
A^(1,1) 0.763 0.763 A;^(1,1) 0.380 0.380 A；^(!,!) 0.304 0.304 
A^(2,1) 0.715 0.715 A^^(2,1) 0.365 0.365 yi ;^(2, l ) 0.292 0.292 
yl*o(3,l) 0.808 0.808 A* (3,1) 0.359 0.358 A* (3,1) 0.287 0.287 
JD \ ‘ / XU1 \ ‘ ‘ W^ \ ‘ / 
yl^(4, l ) 0.803 0.803 yi ;^(4, l ) 0.315 0.315 yi ;^(4, l ) 0.252 0.252 
A*(5 ,2 ) 0.381 0.381 A* (5,2) 0.760 0.760 A * ( 5 , 2 ) 0.908 0.908 
D\ / / w\V “ / W^V ‘ / 
A^(6,2) 0.357 0.357 A;^(6,2) 0.731 0.730 yl^^(6,2) 0.885 0.884 
A* (7 ,2 ) 0.404 0.404 A* (7,2) 0.717 0.717 A* (7,2) 0.874 0.873 
t> \ ， / W1 V “ / W^  V ， / 
A* (8 ,2 ) 0.401 0.402 A* (8,2) 0.631 0.631 A* (8,2) 0.804 0.804 
bV ‘ ‘ W1V ‘ / W2\ ， / 
¢^(2 ,1 ) 0.296 0.297 ¢^^(2,1) 0.545 0.545 ¢^^(2,1) 0.218 0.218 
¢^*(1,1) 0.303 0.303 ¢^: (1 ,1) 0.303 0.303 ^ l^ {^A) 0.303 0.303 
¢^*(2,2) 0.362 0.362 ¢^ * (2,2) 0.362 0.362 ¢^ * (2,2) 0.362 0.362 
DV “ / W1V “ / W2V “ / 
^^(3,3) 0.384 0.384 ¢^ * (3,3) 0.384 0.384 W* (3,3) 0.384 0.384 
ti V 1 , WX V ] / W^ V � / 
tf^*(4,4) 0.392 0,392 ¢^^^(4,4) 0.392 0.392 少：(4,4) 0.392 0.392 
¢^*(5,5) 0.352 0.352 少：（5,5) 0.352 0.352 ¢^*^(5,5) 0.352 0.352 
¢^*(6,6) 0.395 0.394 ¢^: (6 ,6) 0.395 0.394 ^^:(6,6) 0.395 0.394 
¢^(7,7) 0.351 0.351 ¢^*^(7,7) 0.351 0.351 ^:J7,7) 0.351 0.351 
¢^*(8,8) 0.397 0.397 ^^i(8,8) 0.397 0.397 ¢^^^(8,8) 0.397 0.397 
* I : 0.0005 and 0.001, II:0.01 
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Table 9. Convergence of the “Modified” EM Algorithm with ei = 0.0005 
in Eg. 5.1.3 with Design (A) 
EM No. of RMS of A^(8,2) tf^(6,6) < ^ ( 3 , 1 ) < , ( 4 , 1 ) 0^：,(4,4) 
Iter Scoring Iter. ！没：+^  — 0 : 
0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
1 7 0.41916 0.732 0.455 0.577 0.748 0.441 
2 6 0.03956 0.769 0.380 0.581 0.775 0.400 
3 4 0.00709 0.777 0.357 0.581 0.777 0.396 
4 4 0.00203 0.779 0.349 0.581 0.777 0.396 
5 4 0.00068 0.779 0.346 0.581 0.777 0.396 
6 4 0.00024 0.779 0.345 0.581 0.777 0.396 
Table 10. Convergence of the "Modified" EM Algorithm with e! = 0.001 
in Eg. 5.1.3 with Design (A) 
EM No. of RMS of A^(8,2) % ( 6 , 6 ) A;^(3,1) ^ ; , ( 4 , 1 ) 0^;,(4,4) 
Iter Scoring Iter, |^:+i — G: 
0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
1 6 0.41916 0.732 0.455 0.577 0.748 0.441 
2 5 0.03956 0.769 0.380 0.581 0.775 0.400 
3 4 0.00709 0.777 0.357 0.581 0.777 0.396 
4 4 0.00203 0.779 0.349 0.581 0.777 0.396 
5 4 0.00068 0.779 0.346 0.581 0.777 0.396 
6 4 0.00024 0.779 0.345 0.581 0.777 0.396 
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Table 11. Convergence of the "Modified" EM Algorithm with e! = 0.01 
in Eg. 5.1.3 with Design (A) 
EM No. of RMS of A^(8,2) ^ ( 6 , 6 ) A;^(3,1) A ^ ( 4 , 1 ) tf^:(4,4) 
Iter Scoring Iter, |^:+i —权： 
0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
1 5 0.41917 0.732 0.455 0.577 0.748 0.441 
2 4 0.03953 0.769 0.380 0.581 0.775 0.400 
3 3 0.00709 0.777 0.357 0.581 0.777 0.396 
4 3 0.00203 0.779 0.349 0.581 0.777 0.396 
5 3 0.00068 0.779 0.346 0.581 0.777 0.396 
6 3 0.00024 0.779 0.345 0.581 0.777 0.396 
Table 12. Convergence of the "Modified" EM Algorithm with ei = 0.0005 
in Eg. 5.1.3 with Design (B) 
EM No. of RMS of A^(8,2) 0^*(6,6) ^^,(3,1) < , ( 4 , 1 ) ¢^^^(4,4) 
Iter Scoring Iter, |0:+i — 6^ 
~0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
1 12 0.40773 0.703 0.522 0.636 0.758 0.425 
2 6 0.05314 0.758 0.443 0.636 0.794 0.370 
3 6 0.01269 0.775 0.415 0.628 0.799 0.362 
4 6 0.00455 0.782 0.402 0.624 0.799 0.361 
5 6 0.00195 0.785 0.397 0.622 0.799 0.361 
6 6 0.00088 0.786 0.394 0.621 0.800 0.361 
7 6 0.00041 0.786 0.393 0.621 0.800 0.361 
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Table 13. Convergence of the "Modified" EM Algorithm with ^ = 0.001 
in Eg. 5.1.3 with Design (B) 
EM No. of RMS of A^(8,2) tf^(6,6) A;;^,(3,1) A;^(4,1) 0^：,(4,4) 
Iter Scoring Iter, |^:+i — 01 
0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
1 11 0.40772 0.704 0.522 0.635 0.758 0.425 
2 6 0.05318 0.758 0.443 0.636 0.794 0.370 
3 6 0.01269 0.775 0.415 0.628 0.799 0.362 
4 6 0.00455 0.782 0.402 0.624 0.799 0.361 
5 6 0.00195 0.785 0.397 0.622 0.799 0.361 
6 6 0.00088 0.786 0.394 0.621 0.800 0.361 
7 6 0.00041 0.786 0.393 0.621 0.800 0.361 
Table 14. Convergence of the "Modified" EM Algorithm with Ci = 0.01 
in Eg. 5.1.3 with Design (B) 
EM No. of RMS of A^(8,2) ^ ( 6 , 6 ) A;^(3,1) ^ ; , ( 4 , 1 ) 0^;,(4,4) 
Iter Scoring Iter, |0=+i — 01 
0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
1 6 0.40782 0.703 0.522 0.637 0.758 0.425 
2 5 0.05286 0.758 0.443 0.637 0.794 0.370 
3 5 0.01265 0.775 0.415 0.629 0.799 0.362 
4 5 0.00455 0.782 0.402 0.624 0.799 0.361 
5 5 0.00195 0.785 0.397 0.622 0.799 0.361 
6 5 0.00088 0.786 0.394 0.621 0.800 0.361 
7 5 0.00041 0.786 0.393 0.621 0.800 0.361 
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Table 15. Constrained ML Estimates by the "Modified" EM Algorithm with ei 0.01 
for design (A) and (B) in Eg. 5.1.3 
Parameter Estimate Parameter Estimate Parameter Estimate 
Design Design Design 
(A) (B) (A) (B) (A) (B) 
A^(1,1) 0.760 0.776 A^^(1,1) 0.577 0.644 4 ^ ( 1 , 1 ) 0.749 0.822 
A^(2,1) 0.770 0.786 A;^(2,1) 0.620 0.546 ^1^^(2,1) 0.761 0.792 
A*(3 ,1 ) 0.767 0.871 A* (3,1) 0.581 0.621 A' (3,1) 0.788 0.785 
i5 V “ / wi V “ / w^ V ， / 
y l^(4, l ) 0.875 0.741 A : ( 4 , 1 ) 0.665 0.541 A^^(4,1) 0.777 0.800 
yl^(5,2) 0.830 0.765 yi;^(5,2) 0.581 0.608 A^^(5,2) 0.375 0.411 
A^(6,2) 0.809 0.779 A;^(6,2) 0.645 0.521 A;^(6,2) 0.380 0.396 
A^(7,2) 0.794 0.798 A^^(7,2) 0.617 0.667 A;^(7,2) 0.394 0.393 
A*(8 ,2 ) 0.779 0.786 A* (8,2) 0.566 0.639 A* (8,2) 0.388 0.400 
t> V ‘ / W\ V 1 / W2 \ ‘ , 
¢^(2,1) 0.435 0.308 ¢^^(2,1) 0.659 0.555 ¢^^(2,1) 0.264 0.222 
¢^(1 ,1) 0.423 0.398 tf^*^(l,l) 0.667 0.586 ¢^*^(1,1) 0.439 0.323 
¢^*(2,2) 0.408 0.383 ¢^ * (2,2) 0.616 0.702 ¢^ * (2,2) 0.421 0.373 
B\ , / W1\ , / W2V , / 
tf^(3,3) 0.411 0.241 ¢^ * (3,3) 0.662 0.615 W* (3,3) 0.379 0.383 
t> V ‘ / W\ V 1 / W^ V ‘ / 
¢^(4 ,4) 0.235 0.451 ¢^^^(4,4) 0.558 0.708 ¢^^^(4,4) 0.396 0.361 
¢^(5,5) 0.311 0.415 少：（5,5) 0.662 0.631 少：(5，5) 0.860 0.831 
¢^(6,6) 0.345 0.393 ^^:i(6,6) 0.584 0.728 少：(6,6) 0.855 0.843 
¢^*(7,7) 0.369 0.362 ¢^ * (7,7) 0.620 0.556 ¢^ * (7,7) 0.845 0.846 
t> V ‘ / W1 V ‘ / W^ V ^ / 
¢^*(8,8) 0.393 0.382 ^^(8，8) 0.679 0.592 ¢^*^(8,8) 0.849 0.840 
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Table 16. Convergence of the "Restricted" EM Algorithm in Eg. 5.2.1 
EM No. of RMS of A^(3,2) ^^(5,1) ¢^*(4,4) A^(5,2) ¢^(2,1) 
Iter Scoring Iter, |^:+i - 0 : 
~0 1.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 0.500 
1 5 0.79458 0.288 0.907 0.523 1.263 0.901 
2 4 0.35774 0.035 0.955 1.078 0.989 0.945 
3 3 0.04732 0.003 0.970 1.100 0.951 0.950 
4 2 0.00536 0.000 0.972 1.103 0.947 0.950 
5 1 0.00075 0.000 0.972 1.103 0.947 0.950 
6 1 0.00012 0.000 0.972 1.103 0.947 0.950 
Table 17. Convergence of the "Accelerated" EM Algorithm in Eg. 5.2.1 
EM RMS of RMS of A^(3,2) ^^(5,1) 0^*(4,4) < ( 5 , 2 ) ¢^(2,1) 
Iter 却’…） | < 9 “ 1 - 6 1 : |  
0 1.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 0.500 
1 0.14046 1.02651 0.731 1.028 -0.556 1.592 0.629 
2 0.09504 0.50596 0.372 0.719 0.342 1.316 0.891 
3 0.05458 0.34892 0.137 0.825 0.903 1.104 0.970 
4 0.02343 0.18718 0.022 0.946 1.175 0.978 0.950 
5 0.00260 0.04609 0.001 0.967 1.100 0.951 0.951 
6 0.00035 0.00693 0.000 0.971 1.103 0.948 0.950 
7 0.00006 0.00148 0.000 0.972 1.103 0.947 0.950 
8 0.00001 0.00035 0.000 0.972 1.103 0.947 0.950 
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Table 18. Constrained ML Estimates by the "Restricted" EM (REM) and 
"Accelerated" EM (AEM) Algorithm in Eg. 5.2.1 
Parameter REM Estimate AEM Estimate 
A^(1,1) 0.922 0.922 
A^(2,2) -0.966 -0.966 
yi^(3, l ) 0.950 0.950 
A^(3,2) 0.000 0.000 
A^(4,1) 0.904 0.904 
A^(4,2) -0.850 -0.850 
yl^(5, l ) 0.972 0.972 
A^(5,2) 0.947 0.947 
¢^(2 ,1 ) -0.023 -0.024 
¢^*(1,1) 0.951 0.951 
¢^*(2,2) 0.897 0.897 
¢^*(3,3) 0.983 0.983 
¢^*(4,4) 1.103 1.103 
¢^*(5,5) 1.162 1.162 
A*(1 ,1 ) 0.922 0.922 
w\ , / 
yl*(2,2) -0.966 -0.966 
W \ ‘ / 
A* (3,1) 0.950 0.950 
w \ “ / 
A*(3 ,2) 0.000 0.000 
W\ ‘ / 
A* (4,1) 0.904 0.904 
w \ , / 
A ' (4,2) -0.850 -0.850 
w \ ‘ / 
A ; ( 5 , 1 ) 0.972 0.972 
A*(5,2) 0.947 0.947 
w\ , / 
¢* (2 ,1 ) 0.950 0.950 
W V ， , 
¢^*(1,1) 0.190 0.190 
w V “ / 
¢^*(2,2) 0.179 0.179 
w\ , / 
¢^*(3,3) 0.197 0.197 
W\ ‘ / 
¢^*(4,4) 0.221 0.221 
VJ V “ / 
¢^*(5,5) 0.232 0.232 
w V ‘ / 
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Table 19. Convergence of the "Restricted" EM Algorithm in Eg. 5.2.2 for design (A) 
EM No. of RMS of A^(1,1) ^ ( 2 , 1 ) ^^(1，1) A；^(!,!) A；^(!,!) 
Iter Scoring Iter. |0jJ+i — 0^ 
0 1.200 0.000 1.000 1.600 1.600 
1 5 0.64060 0.725 0.179 0.703 0.944 0.629 
2 3 0.10692 0.621 0.317 0.586 0.777 0.518 
3 2 0.00102 0.622 0.319 0.585 0.776 0.517 
4 2 0.00014 0.622 0.319 0.585 0.775 0.517 
Table 20. Convergence of the "Accelerated" EM Algorithm in Eg. 5.2.2 for design (A) 
EM RMS of RMS of A^(1,1) ^ ( 2 , 1 ) 1 ^ ( 1 , 1 ) � “ U ) A:“1，1) 
Iter 柳 ’ , + 1 ) |没“1-权:|  
0 1.200 0.000 1.000 1.600 1.600 
1 0.03985 0.57500 0.819 0.050 0.696 1.158 0.772 
2 0.02001 0.16103 0.654 0.166 0.595 0.864 0.576 
3 0.00581 0.05639 0.618 0.279 0.586 0.787 0.525 
4 0.00104 0.01382 0.619 0.313 0.585 0.777 0.518 
5 0.00018 0.00219 0.621 0.318 0.585 0.775 0.517 
6 0.00003 0.00040 0.622 0.319 0.585 0.775 0.517 
Table 21. Convergence of the "Restricted" EM Algorithm in Eg. 5.2.2 for design (B) 
EM No. of RMS of A^(1,1) ¢^(2,1) ^ ( 1 , 1 ) A:(1，1) 4二(1，1) 
Iter Scoring Iter. 1¾+! — 0^ 
~0 1.200 0.000 1.000 1.600 1.600 
1 4 0.58521 0.734 0.135 0.670 1.083 0.722 
2 3 0.15480 0.607 0.252 0.495 0.845 0.563 
3 2 0.02649 0.588 0.281 0.470 0.804 0.536 
4 2 0.00418 0.588 0.285 0.467 0.798 0.532 
5 1 0.00075 0.588 0.286 0.466 0.797 0.531 
6 2 0.00021 0.589 0.286 0.466 0.797 0.531 
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Table 22. Convergence of the "Accelerated" EM Algorithm in Eg. 5.2.2 for design (B) 
EM RMS of RMS of A^(1,1) ^ ( 2 , 1 ) tf^(l,l) A;^(1,1) 4二(1，1) 
Iter 却’知 + 1 ) |没“1-权:|  
~0 1.200 0.000 1.000 1.600 1.600 
1 0.03480 0.52378 0.832 0.032 0.616 1.316 0.878 
2 0.02134 0.19618 0.651 0.118 0.489 0.959 0.639 
3 0.00862 0.07477 0.590 0.222 0.471 0.834 0.556 
4 0.00154 0.02399 0.583 0.273 0.467 0.804 0.536 
5 0.00028 0.00511 0.586 0.284 0.466 0.798 0.532 
6 0.00006 0.00111 0.588 0.286 0.466 0.797 0.531 
7 0.00002 0.00033 0.588 0.286 0.466 0.797 0.531 
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Table 23. Constrained ML Estimates by the "Accelerated" EM Algorithm 
for design (A) and (B) in Eg. 5.2.2 
Parameter Estimate Parameter Estimate Parameter Estimate 
Design Design Design 
(A) (B) (A) (B) (A) (B) 
A^(1,1) 0.622 0.588 A = i ( l , l ) 0.775 0.797 y i ;^ ( l , l ) 0.517 0.531 
A^(2,1) 0.479 0.477 A ^ ( 2 , 1 ) 0.819 0.839 A;^(2,1) 0.546 0.559 
A*(3 ,1 ) 0.646 0.674 A* (3,1) 0.782 0.811 A* (3,1) 0.521 0.541 
H\ ， / wiV “ / w^V “ / 
A^(4,1) 0.648 0.596 ^i;;^(4,l) 0.818 0.843 A;^(4,1) 0.545 0.562 
A^(5,2) 0.616 0.496 A;^(5,2) 0.835 0.832 yi;^(5,2) 0.557 0.555 
A^(6,2) 0.661 0.518 4 ^ ( 6 , 2 ) 0.861 0.821 A;^(6,2) 0.574 0.547 
A*(7 ,2 ) 0.569 0.590 A* (7,2) 0.840 0.821 A ' (7,2) 0.560 0.547 
t> \ 1 / W1 V ， , W2 V ^ / 
A* (8 ,2 ) 0.653 0.505 A' (8,2) 0.805 0.793 A* (8,2) 0.537 0.528 
_^  \ 1 / W1 V ， / VJZi V ^ / 
¢^ (2 ,1 ) 0.319 0.286 ¢^^(2,1) 0.479 0.429 ¢^^(2,1) 0.638 0.572 
¢^*(1,1) 0.585 0.466 0^;^(1,1) 0.293 0.233 ¢^^^(1,1) 0.293 0.233 
^^(2,2) 0.531 0.524 ¢^*^(2,2) 0.265 0.262 ¢^^^(2,2) 0.265 0.262 
¢^*(3,3) 0.531 0.525 ¢^^^(3,3) 0.265 0.262 ¢^^^(3,3) 0.265 0.262 
¢^*(4,4) 0.466 0.513 ¢^^^(4,4) 0.233 0.257 0^^^(4,4) 0.233 0.257 
¢^*(5,5) 0.549 0.478 ¢^*^(5,5) 0.274 0.239 0^;^(5,5) 0.274 0.239 
¢^(6,6) 0.484 0.536 ¢^*^(6,6) 0.242 0.268 0^^^(6,6) 0.242 0.268 
¢^*(7,7) 0.480 0.555 ¢^* (7,7) 0.240 0.277 ¢ ^ (7,7) 0.240 0.277 
t> V 1 / W1 V ^ / W^ V 1 / 
a^*(8,8) 0.485 0.451 ¢^*^(8,8) 0.243 0.225 ¢^^^(8,8) 0.242 0.225 
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